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out that the same prominence of the idea of Fatherhood is observ- 
able in the life of Jesus as in His teaching. Hence, the prevailing 
popular conception of Christianity as a revelation of conduct only, 
is false. "To imitate Christ is to imitate One who first and fore- 
most was religious: that is, whose life was essentially and per- 
petually a life of prayer." Prayerfulness was not in His case a 
"separable adjunct of a life of lofty morality," but its central 
characteristic. Further, of all Christ's activities the only one 
adopted for imitation is prayer. His "actions refuse to be classi- 
fied into categories or described according to any system, and 
seem almost designed to warn- us against imitation except in the 
one particular that He spent time in prayer to His Heavenly 
Father." To think that we could live His life without access to 
the source of His inspiration would be folly. The strenuous and 
uninterrupted prayerfulness of Jesus may even be taken as "ex- 
plaining to some extent the utter mystery of such a character 
appearing in the history of mankind." Because praying is a 
receiving of divine life and strength, and with it "the character, 
though adorable in its spotless excellence, becomes to some extent 
intelligible." 

DAVID PHILLIPS. 

Radyr, Cardiff, Wales. 

SOKRATES UND DIE ETHIK. Von Hermann Nohl. Thbingen: 
J. C. B. Mohr, i904. 

Nietzsche in an aphorism in "Die Frohliche Wissenschaft," has 
commented in his strange ironical way in the last words of Socra- 
tes as recorded in the Phaedo, "I owe a cock to AEsculapius," 
and marked it as a sign of the deep hidden pessimism of Socrates, 
of his conviction that life was really a disease. As we read those 
words in Nietzsche, we can take them, as we must take so much 
in "Die Frbhliche Wissenschaft," as suggestive, disquieting, 
enlightening, but as on the whole misleading and untrue. It is 
characteristic of the standpoint from which Herr Nohl regards 
Socrates, that he quite simply and seriously takes these words as 
indicative of the deepest feelings and sentiments of Socrates. 
They show that at death "he felt himself released from the illness 
of this life." This is a book on Socrates written from the stand- 
point of that modern individualism and scepticism which finds in 
Nietschze its chief exponent. "The conviction of the irrationality 
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of life and the impossibility of comprehending in concept men's 
ethical relations has given me the light which has guided me 
through the labyrinth of the Socratic question." So Herr Nohl 
prefaces his book. For him the great fact about Socrates is his 
failure. He tried, as no other man had tried, to reduce life to 
reason, and he ended in a confession of complete ignorance. If 
we are wise we shall learn from his failure that he had attempted 
an impossible task. 

This is perhaps a new view of Socrates, but Herr Nohl gives 
us a very striking and admirable picture of the man. He brings 
vividly before us the impression which Socrates must have made 
upon his contemporaries. Very suggestive e. g. is the remark 
that Socrates' disciples felt that they could only give an account 
of their teacher in artistic 'form. What they had to convey was 
no positive or formulated teaching, but the living impression of 
a life. Herr Nohl indeed insists in talking of the irrationality of 
art and contrasting it in this respect with thought. Of course, if 
we choose to identify scientific method with reason, and art with 
irrationality, it is easy to depict the failure of Socrates to reduce 
virtue to a science as the failure of reason and the triumph of 
irrationality. But this curious point of view affects only the 
philosophical moral which the author draws from his account of 
Socrates' life, not the vigor and the essential truth of his descrip- 
tion. 

Herr Nohl finds the origin of the Socratic method, and the ex- 
planation of the doctrine that virtue is knowledge, in the relation 
of Socrates to Hippocrates and the Greek school of scientific 
medicine. This chapter is very suggestive and is, we think, a real 
contribution to the subject. Socrates' logic is too often viewed 
in the light of the metaphysical system which Plato constructed 
out of it, and far too little in the light of its origin. 

Less convincing is the author's account of Socrates' attitude 
to religion. It is possible that Socrates ought to have held the 
views on that subject which the author attributes to him, but al- 
most certain that he actually did not. We think, too, that this 
author exaggerates Socrates' skepticism. It is very doubtful 
whether the early Platonic dialogues with their negative con- 
clusions are as historically true as Xenophon's account of the 
positive definitions of justice and piety, e. g., which he attributes 
to Socrates. 

But though there are many points in the book where the author's 
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arguments are hardly convincing, the book as a whole is the most 
suggestive and stimulating account of Socrates we have read. 

A. D. LINDSAY. 

Balliol College, Oxford. 

COLONIAL ADMINISTRATION: By Paul S. Reinsch (The Citi- 
zen's Library of Economics, Politics and Sociology), The Mac- 
Millan Company, New York, I905. PP. VIII, 422. 

The two works of Professor Reinsch-"Colonial Government," 
which appeared several years ago, and "Colonial Administration," 
now under review-serve to bring out clearly the two-fold char- 
acter of the problems to which the acquisition of over-sea depend- 
encies give rise-that of the endowment of each dependency with 
a government adapted to its needs, and that of the working and 
of the special problems, educational, economic and social, that 
exist in each such territory. The former of these two works 
related to the first of these classes of problems. In the present 
work, relating to the second class, the author has not attempted 
to present a solution of any of these special problems as they pre- 
sent themselves in the insular dependencies of the United States, 
but instead has sought, in a series of interesting chapters entitled 
"Education and General Social Improvement," "Colonial 
Finance," "Currency, Banking and Credit," etc., to give us a 
comprehensive, though necessarily summary, sketch of the char- 
acter of these various problems and the manner in which their 
solution has been attempted in the colonies of European govern- 
ments, and to some extent in the insular dependencies of the 
United States. 

These chapters appeal more particularly to those who are active- 
ly engaged in colonial work, or are making a detailed study of 
colonial problems. The general reader will be chiefly interested 
in the author's introductory chapter, in which, as a result of his 
studies, he gives his own conclusions regarding what may be 
called the general phases of the colonial question-that is, the ex- 
tent to which the policy of one government acquiring and hold- 
ing other territory in a condition of dependency can be justified 
on ethical grounds or has been vindicated by practical results. 

Generally speaking, Professor Reinsch must be included among 
those who doubt the wisdom of the policy of expansion, not only 
in so far as the United States is concerned, but as regards other 
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